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The Whatley Torque Stand - Size

Jan 12, 1982 - Well, look closely â€” this particular VW conversion has the prop mounted on the flywheel end of the crankshaft rather than ... storage. FIGURE 1. HORSEPOWER AND TORQUE ... round bar or tubing to preserve a well defined ... 
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This front view shows exactly how the author's "Penny-Pincher's Dynamometer" works. The engine tends to rotate in the opposite direction from the prop, pushing the long arm down on the scale. Something seems



wrong, doesn't it? Well, look closely — this particular VW conversion has the prop mounted on the flywheel end of the crankshaft rather than the opposite, pulley end as do most other conversions. Consequently, this one turns the "right" way. If you have a pulley end conversion, you would have to install the arm on your dyno on the opposite side. Otherwise, it would work the same as the author's.



A Penny-Pincher's Dynamometer —



Photos and Article by Vascoe Whatley, Jr. (EAA 55115) P.O. Box 474



Allendale, SC 29810
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Of Sorts



O BE DISCUSSED is a simple engine torque stand which can be built at low cost from readily available materials. This stand allows the user to measure the torque reaction from an operating engine. The engine shaft or propeller shaft horsepower can be easily calculated from the measured torque. The stand also doubles as a test-run or break-in stand. My particular stand was constructed to measure the torque produced by my recently overhauled 2232cc VW engine. This stand makes use of the principle of equal and opposite actions



and reactions. The action of a rotating propeller is transmitted as an opposite reaction in the engine. If not fixed in place, the engine would rotate in the opposite direction of the propeller and with the same energy dissipation. The propeller absorbs the rotational energy from the stationary engine and in so doing serves as a fan brake. In this application, the engine is attached to a dummy firewall which can rotate; however, the firewall rotation is restrained by an arm (torque



arm) attached to the firewall. The other end of the torque arm is supported by a set of scales. The length of the arm is measured from the cen-



terline of the engine shaft to the center of the scales. When the engine runs, the scales deflect. The length of the torque arm in feet multiplied by the scale deflection in pounds results in foot-pounds of torque. To calculate horsepower, multiply the torque by the shaft speed in rpm and divide the result by 5252 . . . simple enough, eh? How to build the stand? The photos show the general arrangement and a word description will follow presently. Rather than clutter up these pages of SPORT AVIATION with construction details, I shall be happy to provide the sketches upon receipt of a stamped and self-addressed business letter size envelope. The self-addressed envelope should bear double postage to take care of the weight of the sketch package. Overall dimensions of my basic stand are eight feet long, four feet high, and two feet wide; the torque arm, of course, extends the overall width. Construction materials were 2x4 studs and %-inch plywood. The studs were of questionable quality and were advertised for less than a dollar each; the advertisement describes them as "money-saving studs that can be used in a variety of home projects not governed by building codes." A shorter description could have been "rejects". Half-inch or %inch plywood of the rough sheathing class is entirely satisfactory. My stand was bolted together with '/«inch bolts to allow disassembly for storage.



That large odd-looking piece of hardware in the stand is the swing axle and wheel assembly from an early Volkswagen bug. Early bugs employed "swing-axle" transaxles as opposed to short rear axles with universal joints at each end in later bugs. For use in the stand, all that is necessary is to unbolt the swing axle assembly from the differential case and cut off the emergency brake cable support. To assemble the axle assembly to the stand, the flange on the axle housing near the wheel is bolted to the front bulkhead and the flange at the differential end is bolted to the rear bulkhead. All bearings are retained and the axle and wheel are free to rotate. A tire rim is bolted to the wheel with the regular lug bolts, while the flange, or "bead" of the rim is bolted to the dummy firewall. The tire rim is thus an expedient transition between wheel and firewall. When the engine is installed on the firewall, the engine, firewall, rim, wheel, and axle are all free to rotate. The engine shaft should be directly in line with the VW axle for a direct-drive engine or for a geared engine where the propeller shaft is in line with the engine shaft. The propeller shaft should be directly in line with the axle for a geared or belt-driven engine where the propel-



ler shaft is offset from the engine shaft. In simpler words, the center of the propeller should always be in line with the center of the VW axle. My torque arm was constructed of 1x2 fir and was bolted to the dummy firewall. The effective length from the shaft center line to the center of the scales was 76 inches. An even number of feet, such as six feet, will make the arithmetic a little easier when calculating foot-pounds of torque. A notch was cut in the lower edge of the torque arm at the scale center to accommodate a piece of round bar or tubing to preserve a well defined transition (bearing) between the arm and scales. My piece of round bar or tubing was a deep well spark plug socket; a short piece of broom stick would be consistent with the penny-pincher theme. The free end of the torque arm must be restrained for engine starting. In my case, I used the expedient of sliding the free end into an eightinch concrete block. After the engine was started, the block was



slipped off and the scales were set in place (all at idle speed). Careful placement of the scales is necessary to center the transition bar or tubing (or spark plug socket or broom stick) between the torque arm and scales. A small fuel tank can be placed on top of the stand to provide grav-



FIGURE 2 HORSEPOWER AND TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS FOR VW TYPE 126 1584CC ENGINE 55-



FIGURE 1 HORSEPOWER AND TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS FOR WHATLEY 2232CC VW ENGINE
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ity flow of gasoline to the carburetor. The photos show a small fiberglass tank from my penny-pincher bipe, but a converted gallon can should suffice. A makeshift throttle can be made from an old choke cable as in my case or can be made more elaborate to suit your own taste. An ignition off-on switch is mandatory and should be located well to the rear of the engine so as to be accessible in an emergency. Connect your tachometer and the installation is complete. Oh, the tub is filled with water and serves as a counter weight. Operation of the stand is simple. Restrain the free end of the torque arm, start the engine by your favorite method, and then free the arm and place on the scales. After the engine has warmed up properly, advance to full throttle and QUICKLY read the scales and the tachometer and then retard to idle or shut off. You now have the necessary information to calculate the torque and horsepower \ for the particular load (propeller) atThe "axle" upon which th* engine is tached to the engine. The governing free to rotate is, in fact, an axle — from equations are as follows: an early Volkswagen. Torque, T = arm length, ft. x net scale reading, lbs. = ft.-lbs. One horsepower = 33,000 ft.-lbs. per minute 27rnT Shaft horsepower = 33,000 where: n = rpm of shaft T = torque, ft.-lbs. = nT 5252 A sample calculation is as follows: Scale Weight = 3 pounds at rest, engine off (tare wt.) = 23 pounds at full throttle (gross wt.) Net Weight = 20 pounds Torque Arm = 6 feet long Torque = 6 ft. x 20 lbs.= 120 ft.-lbs. Rpm = 2000 (from tachometer) „ 2000 rpm x 120 ft.-lbs. ... „ Hp = , 45.7 ————————horsepower The calculated horsepower is the shaft output power of your engine at full throttle with your particular propeller in place. In order to determine torque and horsepower curves, the propeller must be adjustable or variable to present varying fullthrottle loads. In my case I made a simple sacrificial test club from a 4x4 timber (actual purchased dimensions 3.5 x 3.5 inches). First the 3.5 x 3.5 was cut to 2.5 x 3.5 x 60 inches long. A crude propeller was cut from this block with straight blades and constant 28-degree pitch, i.e., no twist; the package of sketches for the torque stand show how to cut the propeller easily. After each fullthrottle run, the diameter of the test prop was reduced by two inches by 14 JANUARY 1982



Rear view of the homemade dyno. The wash tub is filled with water to act as a counterweight — a lot easier than lifting heavy weights, right?



sawing one inch off each blade tip. This test club does not have to be elaborate; remember, it serves only two purposes: 1) it provides cooling air for the engine, and 2) it provides



a load for the engine. It does not have to develop efficient thrust be-



The fiberglass tank is from the author's Whatley Special (see our October '81 issue).



s-.. Engine is mounted to a sheet of W



plywood which, in turn, is mounted to



the VW wheel. All are free to rotate on the Volkswagen axle.



cause it don't fly. My club was used with a rough, hand-planed finish, but it is necessary that the club be reasonably well balanced. Plane a little more off the heavy blade — the airfoil isn't critical for this application. As stated in the beginning, my stand was constructed to allow me to measure the torque developed by my freshly overhauled 2232cc engine. The engine had a total running time of about one hour on the stand when the torque measurements were started, so it will probably develop a little more power when it is broken in. I shall volunteer to be the first guinea pig to present my measurements in these pages and leave the door to speculation and ridicule open to all who want to justify different claims. As the saying goes, "the first liar doesn't stand a chance", but someone must lead off. Engine Specifications (Direct Drive) Bore — 92mm Stroke — 84mm Displacement - 2232cc Compression Ratio — 8.8:1 (calculated on basis of cold air) Cam — unknown grind, but stock VW pickup cam Carburetor - Bendix-Zenith 13611 Magneto — Slick 4016 Ignition Timing - 24 degrees BTDC Test Conditions Gasoline — 100 octane "aviation" Temperature — 80 to 85° F Relative Humidity — 75 to 85^ Barometric Pressure — 30.01 inches mercury Sky — overcast



t



Day and Date — Saturday, August 22, 1981



Measurements and Calculations



Load Club 60" Dia. 58 56 54



Full-Throttle rpm



Net Wt., Lbs. 20.25 20.0 19.25 18.75 18.0 17.25 16.75 15.0 14.25 13.5



'Torque Ft.-Lbs.



"Hp 1750 128 42.7 1875 127 45.2 2000 122 46.4 2080 119 47.0 52 2250 114 48.8 50 2425 109 50.4 48 2550 106 51.5 48, tapered 2980 95 53.9 Bipe prop 58D x 30P 3200 90 55.0 VP prop 54D x 36P 3400 86 55.4 'Torque arm length 76 inches (6.33 ft.) **Hp calculated from torque and rpm but not corrected for atmospheric conditions. Power will decrease 3WZ for each 1000 ft. of altitude above sea level and lr/< for each 10° F above standard temperature of 60° F.



***Club tip tapered for eight inches rather than cut off to preserve adequate



engine cooling.
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The torque and uncorrected horsepower data are plotted in Figure 1. The shape of the torque curve doesn't resemble anything I have seen in publication. A tentative explanation might include the following factors: 1) The engine displacement is 41(7(



larger than the 1584cc engine that the cam was designed for; 2) the engine was not broken in; and, 3) no attempt was made to adjust the carburetor for optimum fuel-air mixture at each full-throttle rpm. A knowledgeable engine engineer may offer a more plausible explanation. The horsepower curve appears to be reasonably well shaped and shows that I can expect about 55 horsepower at take-off. Later in the fall or winter, after the engine is broken in by flying, I want to duplicate the torque tests



to see if there is any appreciable improvement. My experience has been that VW engines remain relatively tight even after being broken in. I



also hope to have a stock 1600 (1584cc) engine overhauled and available for



testing for comparison. If these



planned tests become reality, I shall be happy to report the results. How often, during the course of discussion of VW engine power, and after the last "orator" has estab-



lished bragging rights, have you wondered what really is the output pow-



curve is all that you can expect from the stock engine — there ain't no



of little direct use because I suspect that these are based on gross horsepower which includes the power



data represents the power produced by a very loose, very well brokenin engine in tip-top condition, run under laboratory conditions. A typi-



er? Horsepower curves that I am familiar with for VW engines are



required to overcome pumping losses in the cylinders and manifolds, and friction in the sliding piston rings,



main and cam bearings, rod bearings, valve train, and oil pump. To get some "feel" for the magnitude of these losses, try to turn the engine over by grasping only the prop hub, or try to deflect only one of the valve



springs by hand. Now try to consider how much energy you would have to exert to turn the engine over at 3400 rpm! The solid curves in Figure 2 represent horsepower and torque curves for a supposedly stock 1600 (1584cc) engine. The dashed-line horsepower curve is one that I calculated from



the solid-line torque curve and should represent the shaft output power IF the torque curve is correct. The difference between the solid-line and dashed-line horsepower curves probably represents the power required to overcome the aforementioned losses within the engine. Anyway, the horsepower computed from the torque



mo'. Also, it is speculated that the



cal engine operating from a peapatch airport is in a whole different



ball game. Now, if several EAA'ers around the



country (or world) will build torque



stands and make measurements we can start collecting VW engine data that should have been collected 15 years ago. I will leave it up to the expert judgment of Ye Olde Editor, Jack Cox, author extraordinary, to determine where a file of collected data should be maintained. Perhaps in the forthcoming new EAA Test Center?



A similar torque stand could be built, but much lighter, to conduct tests with engines for ultralight aircraft, so youse guys into that movement may want to correlate some engine info. Maybe some enterprising soul will build a lightweight stand and transport it to the ultralight area at Oshkosh next year. Then everyone can line up to test their engines on the same stand — the results should be interesting.



(Photo by Gene Chase)



1951 Hawker Sea Fury owned by Ellsworth H. Getchell (EAA 78621) of San Jose, CA.



(Photo by Gene Chase)



1952 Douglas AD-4N Skyraider owned by Jack Spanich of Livonia, Ml.
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